B.A. First
Very short questions on Bores by E. V. Lukas

1-Why according to Lucas are bores happy?
Bores are happy largely because they have so much to tell and come so well out of it; but chiefly
because they can find people to tell it to. The tragedy is, they can always find their listeners, me almost
first.
2-The greatest asset of a bore:
The greatest asset of a bore is he lives all the time, and all the time something is happening.Bores are
happy because they have so much to tell and come to well out of it. ...They always involve themselves
as a central figure.
3-Who wrote bores?
E.V Lucas
The bores essay written by E.V Lucas was published in 1969.
4-Who is a buttonholing bore?
Astute, crafty men are seldom bores; very busy men are seldom bores. Of all bores the most repellent
specimen is the one who comes close up; the buttonholing bore. This is the kind described by a friend
of mine with a vivid sense of phrase as 'the man who spreads birdlime all over you'.
5-Why are bores happy?
Bores are happy largely because they have so much to tell and come so well out of it; but chiefly
because they can find people to tell it to. The tragedy is, they can always find their listeners, me almost
first.
6-How many types of bore are there?
The two types are bored wells and drilled wells.
7-What is my greatest asset?
Your greatest asset is your intelligence. You truly value knowledge and finding out new information.
You are always one to ask questions and do research.
8-Why do bores always find an audience?
Bores have much to talk about. But they are lucky and happy because they find easily people who are
ready to hear them. Even the greatest bores are always sure of an audience. We become cowrdly
before the bores.

9-What do you call a button hole?
Buttonholes are reinforced holes in fabric thatbuttons pass through, allowing one piece of fabric to be
secured to another. ... Buttonholescan also refer to flowers worn in the lapelbuttonhole of a coat or
jacket, which arereferred to simply as "buttonholes" or boutonnières.
10-What are the 3 types of wells?

There are three types of private drinking water wells.
Dug/Bored wells are holes in the ground dug by shovel or backhoe. ...Driven wells are constructed by
driving pipe into the ground. ...Drilled wells are constructed by percussion or rotary-drilling machines.
11-Is Borewell legal?
No, without permission, it is not legal. You are absolutely right in your premise that it is a natural
resource and it is finally an exploitation. However, ''legalisation'' ofborewells is a state/local
governments baby. ... However, ''legalisation'' of borewells is a state/local governments baby.
12-Do we need permission for Borewell?
If you are planning to dig a borewell you needa permission from Department of Mines and Geology,
and should register the borewell with BWSSB once it is complete. If your borewell is not
registered, you can be fined up to Rs. 10,000 and/or imprisonment up to three years.
13-What is the best asset of a person?
Examples of personal characteristic assets include:
Great smile.Ability to get along with many different personalities.Positive attitude.Sense of
humor.Great communicator.Excellent public speaker.
14-Who are seldom bores?
Astute, crafty men are seldom bores; very busy men are seldom bores. No body is ready to consider
oneself a bore. Every body in this world is a bore in one way or other.
15-Do ladies wear buttonholes weddings?
Ladies wear a button hole / corsage on their right
And this is the bit most people don't know.Ladies wear the flower differently to the men, on the
opposite side. ... The flower is top heavy and so are most women.
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